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1 -n , ers 

Learning from the past, preparing for the future 1 

by Mie Augier & Maj Sean F.X. Barrett 

e n:cendy wrote abom 
the intclleccual renais 
sance inspirc:d by the 
29th Commandant of 

the Marine Corps, Gen Al frc:d M. Gray, 
and the relevance of mam:uvcr warfare 
ideas today. (See "People: First," 1'v!CG, 
Jun 19.) This article intends to explicate 
some themes regarding the chinking 
and decision making under uncertainty 
alluded to in our earlier article, as well 
as their usefulness given the trends in 
the current (and likely future) strategic 
operating environment. 

Fl11!FM I, t'(larfighti11g states, 

In an environment of friction, uncer 
raimy, and fluidity, war gravitates OJt• 
urallr toward disorder -· le is precisely 
this narural disorder which creates the 
conditions ripe for exploitation by an 
opportunistic will.2 

Early critics of maneuver warfare, how
ever, argued that maneuver warfare did 
not give enemy commanders enough 
credit . After all, 

ir should not be assumed that enemy 
commanders will lose control of the 
siruation and their forces disintegrate 
when fuccd with rapidly changing si1u
acions. 3 

Additionally, are we ro assume our Ma
rine commanders will somehow remain 
unaffected by the same conditions? 
Enemy forces have proven throughout 
history that they will fight on in spite 
of" a disastrous logistics and command 
and control situacion."4 
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We want ta open a conversation about teaching critical and strategic thinking. (Photo by tCpl 
Jamin Powell} 

We acknowledge chat such assump 
tions are not altogether valid and aim 
to address these concerns by placing 
maneuver warfare philosophy within 
the larger literature on learning and 
problem solving under ambiguity in 

order to provide some recommenda 
tions-nested within both established 
educational curricula and Marine Corps 
history-for facilitating interdisciplin 
ary problem solving and re-cultivating 
this capability in our Marines. 
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In this article, we analvze the n:1ture 
of thinking and "thinking about think 
ing," but we do not discuss in detail the 
processes and pitfalls for criti cal and 
strategic thinking. Rather , we hope to 
extend the com·ersation about teach
ing critical and strategic thinking and 
to nudge our [ndustrial Age teaching 
and learning mindset not just to the 
[nformation Age, but rather one step 
further to the Judgment Age.' 

An important point to keep in mind 
regarding learning (and approa ches to 
learning) is that education aiming to 
help nurture critical and strategic think
ing has both cognitive (i.e., knowledge) 
and attitudinal (i.e., instinctual/affec
tive) aspects; neither are automatic. 
However, while cognitive skills for 
anal yzing and understanding can be 
taught through concepts, heuristics, and 
methods, attitudinal aspects are more 
difficult to teach but ~till important and 
must be cultivated through mentorinr, 
and fostering curios icy and judgment . ' 
Thankfully, there are important les
sons from the Marine Corps' own his
tory (and the institution's emphasis on 
education for judgment) chat might be 
useful to re-invigorate che education of 
future thinkers . 

Ill-structured Problems and Learning 
and Problem Solving Under Ambiguity 

Any informed discussion of how to 
impro,·e thinking, learning, and educa
tion should be based on undemanding 
the nature and process of human think
ing and learning , rhe types of decisions 
humans make, and how we can improve 
decision making. 8 A better understand 
ing of such fundamentals of thinking 
and decision-making processes will 
help us ro improve current and future 
practices, as well as help us learn from 
what has nor worked well so that we 
can avoid simply becoming better in 
irrelevant areas. 

Building on and integrating some 
ideas from Herbert Simon, Gen Gray, 
LtGen Paul K. Van Riper, and others, we 
argue that most decision making is best 
viewed as caking place under conditions 
of bounded rationality, ambiguity, and 
when confronted with varying degrees 
of ill-structured problems - a key ele
ment of the current and future strategic 
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For those placing unbri
dled faith in technology, 
war is a predictable, if 
disorderly, phenomenon, 
defeat a matter of simple 
cost/benefit analysis, and 
the effectiveness of any 
military capability a fi
nite calculus of targets 
destroyed and casualties 
inflicted. History paints 
a very different picture. 
Real war is an inherently 
uncertain enterprise in 
which chance, friction, 
and the limitations of the 
human mind under stress 
profoundly limit our abil· 
ity to predict outcomes? 

environment. In particular , Van Riper's 
distinction between analytical, intuitive, 
and systemic decision making is an in
structive lens through which to view che 
usefulness of our teaching and learning 
approaches as well as the different types 
of problems for which they are useful.9 

Analytic decision making. Some con
ceptions of decision making falling into 
this category include rational choice the
ory, (most of) game theory, and systems 
analysis . These are useful frameworks 
to describe some decisions as long as the 
conditions and assumptions upon which 
they are built are valid, there is only a 
litclc unccrrainry (quantifiable risk), and 
the problem at hand is linear and rela
tively well-structured. Systems analysis 
in particular has been a major analytic 
framework for decades of DOD decision 
making. Despite ics analytical elegance 
and simplicity, models used co capture 
analytic decision making are rarely use
ful in the domain of human activity, 
including war. 10 The early fathers of 
systems analysis themselves were aware 
of the limitations of their perspective, 

~-- - - ·--, 

. - -. . - - .. -- ..., 

emphasizing the need to understand 
these limitations as well as the impor
tance of not suppressing judgment in che 
name of analysis. 11 However, many are 
still often quite eager co understand che 
world through analytical models even at 
the expense of realism and underscand
ing.12 Van Riper appeals instead to chc 
use of two other perspecch·es of decision 
making, which are applicable co prob
lems that are neither linear nor simple 
and emphasize uncertainty, ambiguity, 
and the limits of human rationality. 

Intuitive decision making. As Van Rip
er, Simon, and ochers have noted, most 
people do not chink and make decisions 
in terms of numbers. [nscead, we use pat
tern recognition and intuition enabled 
by mental or cogniti, ·e models. This is 
especially true with more ill-structured 
problems, when more uncerraincr is 
present, and when having to make de
cisions with mam· unknown variables . 
We make intuici~·e decisions when we 
face situations under uncertainty . We 
recognize things as if part of a pattern or 
something we have seen (or read about) 
before; thus we convince ourscl\'c:s that 
we do nor need co think about it. 

Systemic decision making. The most 
difficult form of decision making is 
when confronted with wicked prob
lems and when you do not recognize 
patterns: no shared mental models can 
be relied upon. For chese instances, Van 
Riper appeals co developing an under
standing of the logic and drivers of the 
situation and using holistic , interdisci
plinary, and empirically dri\'en problem 
solving. John Boyd's emphasis on chink
ing, analogies , and synthesis is a useful 
approach for such decision making. 

Van Riper's (and Simon's) approach 
co decision making involves both art 
and science. However, gi\'en the com
plexitr of che security environment, 
understanding and teaching the "art " 
aspc:cts are paramount: 

The arc of war and the science of war 
are not coequal. The art of war is 
clearly the most important. It's science 
in support of the art. Any time that 
science leads in your ability to think 
about and make war, I bdieve you're 
ht-aded down a dangerous path. The 
art is the thinking. It is the imcllcctual 
underpinnings of war.13 
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Education is the acquisi
tion of the art of the utili
za#on of knowledge. This 
is an art very difficult to 
impart. Whenever a text
book is written of real 
educational worth, you 
may be quite certain that 
some reviewer will say 
that it will be difficult to 
teach from it. Of course it 
will be difficult to teach 
from it. If it were easy, the 
book ought to be burned,· 
for it cannot be educa
tion.14 

Fortunatdy, Marines have acknowl
edged this for quite a while, and rhe 
emphasis on systemic and intuitive 
decision making is built into core or
ganizational documents and Gen Gray's 
vision for Marine Corps PME. Thus, re
membering his emphasis in the context 
of current PME challenges, including 
what teaching methodologies are most 
appropriate, will be useful. 

Learning and Thinking in the Marin e 
Corps and Beyond 

As mentioned in our previous article, 
Gen Gray sought to institutionalize the 
intellectual renaissance in the Marine 
Corps and key to that was the founding 
of Marine Corps University (MCU). 
Fundamentally, he wanted to ensure his 
Marines were as mentally ready to fight 
as they were physically. This required 
more than Marines simply memorizing 
facts or becoming academic historians; 
instead, education was intended to serve 
as a vehicle for sharpening judgment 
and warfighting capabilities : 

74 

Through education we can equip our
sdvcs to make sound military judg
ments even in chaotic and uncertain 
sicuadons. The ability to make clear 
and swift judgments, amidst chaos, is 
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Marines must study the profession of arms, not only in school, but through self-study. (Photo 
by Sgt Olivia Ortiz./ 

what set~ che warrior apart intellectu
ally. Though practice in the field and 
in w:irgamcs is important to improving 
militar y ju<lgment, ics Jcvclopmcnt 
remains anchored co education about 
war.15 

This emphasis on education was reiter
ated in FMFM I, which emphasized ev
ery Marine 's n:sponsibility to study the 
profession of arms on his own, putting 
self-study on par with physical train
ing: "Self-study in the art and science 
of war is at least equal in importance 
and should receive at lease equal time 
to maintaining physical condition." 16 

As Commandant, Gen Gray or• 
dered his Marines to read and publish 
a manual, Book on BookI, to introduce 
and explain the professional reading 
program he would institutionalize as 
the Comm:mdanc's Reading List. Col 
Mike Wyly, who wrote Section 1, noted 
that professional reading itself was nor 
rhe end product desired; thinking and 
actions on the battlefield arc. However, 
reading, thinking about what you read, 
and internalizing by relating it in real 
ways to one's job are necessary prepara
tory actions .17 Wyly explains the les• 
sons , ranging from the most tacti cal 
to the most strategic levels, one can 
learn from reading in depth about a 
single battle and how chey can be ap
plied co other battles . Military literacy 
only improves by reading about multiple 
battles . 18 

This learning emphasis is similar 
to che case method, which first rose to 

prominence at Harvard Law School in 
the late 1800s and at Harvard Busi
ness School in the early 1900s. 19 The 
DOD could further incorporate the case 
method - in lieu of more enabling and 
terminal learning objectives- imo PME 
institutions to foster critical thinking 
and judgment. According to Kenneth 
Andrews' classic definition, a case is 

a carefully written description of an 
actual situation in business which pro
vokes in the reader the need co ded de 
what is going on, what the situation 
really is, or what the problems arc
and what can and should be done. 20 

The case method balances the tension 
between experiential and academic 
knowledge, placing less emphasis on 
che abstract knowledge against which 
Gen Gray warned and more on how to 
recognize and react in concrete situa 
tions . While critics warn that too heavy 
an emphasis on the case method might 
detra ct from systematic knowledge and 
analytical skills and argue chat cases 
can be overly simplistic, che principal 
claim of proponents is chat rhe case 
method develops students' problem
solving skills for when they are later 
confronted with ill-structured problems 
in che real world, and it leverages the 
heterogeneity of the students co foster 
interdisciplinary problem -solving. 21 
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Gen Gray recognized and emphasized 
the merits of this form of instruction 
and took steps toward emphasizing both 
chinking and judgment in exercises as 
well as key institutional documents to 
hdp educ~te for rhe future. 22 

This form of instruction has a his
tory in Marine Corps PME institu
tions chat e\·en predated che founding 
of MCU and is rooted in che initial 
devdopmem of maneuver warfare phi
losophy. When Col Wyly took over as 
Head of Tactics at Amphibious War
fare School for the 1979- 80 academi c 
war , he felt the curriculum (that he 
had studied himself while a student 
at Amphibiou s \X'arfare School) was 
lacking in history and intdlectual rigor. 
Dissatisfied with Marine Corps doc
trine and educational curricula, \V\'h
turned to rhe ideas of John Boyd dnd 
resolved to deemphasize instruction on 
manuals and doctrine , which he fdt 
became ends in themselves. 23 Wyly 
invited Bord to speak during char 
school year, and he incorporated his-

Other important bureaucracic ten
dencies chat Gen Gray warned against 
is the desire to measure - ostensiblr 
"progress"- and create standard pro 
cesses, both of which oftentimes are the 
enemy of cricical chinking and create 
burdensome requirements char under 
mine a i\.farine's motivation to learn. 26 

In the forward for Book on Books, he 
recognized chat individuals and units 
could use different methods for execut• 
i ng his order co read. This theme of de
centralized implementation continued 
throughout the text and is consistent 
with mission-type orders. In explaining 
what to read, \Vyly asserted, ~Marines 
should pick thdr books according to 
their needs."~- The books referenced 
were simply meant to be "seed corn ... 
to stimulate interests in reading about 
the profession." 18 Implementing the 
program would be "left up to the dis
cretion and initiative of commanders 
and individuals.'' 29 In marked contrast 
10 today's mounting administrative and 
training requirements, Wrly informed 

Furthermore, even the best designed institutional ed
ucational structures can only do so much ... 

mrical battle: studies and exercises that 
required students co make decisions. 
Wyly also eliminated prescribed solu
tions that instructors had previously 
relied on during these exercises and 
even deviated from established norms 
and curricula by taking his students 
10 the field for tactical exercises with
out rroops.24 His ability to transform 
the curriculum was made possible by 
the high degree of freedom his chain 
of command afforded him. However, 
when his superiors changed, Wyly was 
ultimately reassigned to a mundane 
staff position because his superiors 
wanted to return to the old attrition 
docrrinc. 2; This episode is instructive 
in that it highlights the bureaucratic 
tendency to resist change and empha
sizes the need to build and maintain a 
broad base of support chat can foster 
change from the bottom up, a tactic 
char Gen Gray presciently employed. 
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readers, uDo not anticipate a reporting 
process, or a centralized requirement for 
written exams, designed co assure chat 
Marines are rcading."30 

The: perils of relying on centralized 
exams and requirements too heavily, as 
wdl as the importance of active learn
ing (e.g., cases), should inform current 
educational initiatin:s. In discussing the: 
aims of education, Alfred North White
head warns: 

In education, as elsewhere, the broad 
primrose path is represented by a book 
or a set oflectures whit:h will practical
ly enable the student to learn br heart 
all the questions likelr to be asked at 
the next external cxamination,3 1 

While acknowledging that "such ex
aminations have their use in testing 
slackness," Whitehead contended chat 
the uniform central examination 

- - . - - ... -· - - -~ 

kills the best part of our culture:. \'{' hen 
you analyse in the light of experience: 
the central task of education , \ 'OU find 
chat its successful accomplish~ent de
pends on a delicate adjustment of many 
variable factors . The reason is that we 
arc dealing with human minds , and 
not with dead matter. The evocation 
of curiosity, ofjudgmcnc , of the power 
of mastering a complicated tangle of 
circumstances ... all these powers arc 
not to be imparted by a set rule em
bodied in one schcdulr.: of examination 
subjccts. 32 

Leaders should imple
ment the program in such 
a way that Marines are 
encouraged and moti
vated to read and do not 
view professional read
ing as a troublesome re
quirement.33 

Thus, fostering a culture that inspires 
Marines co "realize [their] own potential 
in order ro better fulfill [their] profes
sional calling" is a culcure consistent 
with Grav's vision for education as well 
as earlier 'foundational discussions con
cerning the history and philosophy of 
education, rhe emphasis on interdisci 
plinary reading and learning, and the 
importance of chinking and understand * 
ing (i.e., not just accumulating facts). 

Implications for PME 
As senior leaders increasingly call for 

improving the education of critical and 
strategic chinking in our PME institu 
cions,34 a new doctrinal philosophy for 
learning might find inspiration from in
tegrating rhe philosophies of Whitehead 
and Gray, as well as from Simon and 
Van Riper's emphasis on human think
ing and problem-solving. The story of 
Gen Gray's emphasis on education, 
chinking, and judgment - and their 
significance to rhe maneuver warfare 
movement-is important to more than 
the story of a particular period of Ma
rine Corps history. Rather, it provides 
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an intelleccual framework for dealing 
with che type of ill-structured, complex 
problems that Simon, Van Riper, and 
others emphasize and lays che necessary 
groundwork coward providing the intel
lectual and institutional structure (e.g., 
MCU) to support an enduring emphasis 
on teaching thinking and judgment. 
However, implicit in both Whitehead 
and Grar's philosophies is che difficulty 
in measuring educational advancements 
and benefits as well as their concern that 
accempcs to do so only serve to suffocate 
chinking. Unfortunately, the tendency 
oflarge organizations, including those 
that house PME, is to evolve in ways 
chat suppress individual creativity, 
chinking, and ocher "disruptive" forces 
e\·cn though chey are the very founda
~i.on for s:racegic and critical thinking. 
I hus, senior leaders of PME institutions 

and military organizations must always 
s~ek co counter the forces stifling chink
ing, including internal policies and pro
cesses chat seem designed mostly never 
to change. 

Furthermore, even the best designc:d 
institutional educational structures can 
only do so much if the students or Ma
rines are not inspired with a curiosity to 
explore, discover, think, and learn. The 
philosophies of Gray and Whitehead 
chus underscore creating a "culture of 
curiosity" as the first mover to improv
ing education, as well as che centrality of 
leadership and mencorship to learning 
and thinking. While a wider perspective 
will probably shed some light on how 
the architectures of larger organizational 
structures might need co be reformed 
in order co supporr, not stifle, the edu
cation of strategists and thinkers, first 
developing certain attitudes (rather than 
functional knowledge and content) and 
ways of chinking in our Marines can 
prove to be an integrating force in the 
development of future stracegic leaders. 
Thankfully, the Marine Corps has a 
rich history of empowering lower-level 
leaders with mission-type orders that 
i, can leverage to further embrace and 
enhance education and ward off the 
calcification and status quo (and other) 
biases inherent in large organizations. 
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I. W'e arc grateful ID Andrew Marshall. Gen 
Alfred M. Gray, Jr., USMC(Rec), Col G.I. 
Wilson, USMCR(Rc:c), and MajGcn William 
Mullen for comments on a previous version and 
d1swssions on the: topic. Any remaining c:mm 
were produ~ed wit houc help. 

2. Headquarters Marine Corps, fMFi\,f I, \\'ltr• 
fighting, (\X'ashingmn, DC: 1989). 

3. Richard H. Voigt, "Comments on Manc:u\c:r 
\X'arfatt:," ,\/,1ri11e Corps G,rurre, (Quamico, 
VA: March 1982). 

4. Ibid. 

5. Al Gray and Paul Om:, The Co11flicud le,rd
er ,md Vtmtage le11dership, (Columbus, OH: 
Franklin Unh-er,icy Press, 2006). Gray and Otte 
discuss how the knowledge age, or knowledge 
revolution , moved us from emphasizing ma nag• 
ers to emphJSizing lcadcr1. The Judgment Age 
extends the focus nn urKcrtaimyaml leadenhip 
and places a key empl1J,i, on the importam role 
of judgment, an arr n:rv difficult 10 tc:ach ,·er 
critical to cmphasile in ·l',\IE. · 

6. Additionally, while critical thinking is :1n 
important educatio11JI rool and the processes 
in critical thinking can be important kno\\l 
cdgc: tools to help dc-hla5 onc:'s chinking and 
make it more: logical, "chinking critically '' is 
not "just'" criti cal chinking , which ofo:ntimcs 
dernlvcs into a check lisc. Stru ctured analytic 
techniques,, hich rnsc in prominence following 
che intelligence community 's failures vis•a•vis 
the a[[acks on 9/ I I and the case of weapons 
of mass destrm ;cion in Iraq , arc examples of 
this mental'iry. A good discussion of the: differ
ence between critical chinking approached as 
analysis and du: kind of critical chinking char 
is r:mmial to P:.IE can be found in Paul K. 
\'an Riper, "The Jdcmification and Educ:ition 
of U.S. Army Strategic Thinkers, " in Exploring 
Strategic Thinki11g: l11Jiglm to Assm, Dtvtlop, 
a11d Rer11i11 Army Strategic Thin km, (Fort Bc:1-
voir, VA: U.S. Army Rcsearch Institute for chc 
Bdm·ioral and Social Scien ces, 2011) . 

7. Robert H. Scales.Jr., :1nd Paul K. Van Riper, 
"Preparing for War in the 21st Century." in F11-
htrr af\Y'a,:fim: Anthology, revised edition , edi11:d 
by Robert H. Scales, Jr., (Carlidc Barracks, PA: 
U.S. Army War Collt:ge, 2000) . 

8. Daniel Kahncman, for example:, divides 
chinking into two systems: System I and Sys
tem 2. System I •operates :1uromacically and 
quickly, wirh little or no cfforc and no scnsr: 
of volumary control" and is pronr: co making 

srm:m:uic errors in specified circumstances . 
In comrast, System 2 is more often :moci:ucd 
with concentration and allocating attention to 
the "effortful mental activities chat demand it, 
including complex compumions." \'( 1hilc Sys• 
tern I runs automatically, System 2 is typicallr 
"lazy" and sometimes fails to override mistakes 
made by System I. Such errors arc known as 
hiasc.1. Kahneman's heuristics and biases ap • 
proach prefers formal modds or rult:s. Sec Dan 
iel Kahneman, 7h111ki11g, F.w a11d Slow, (New 
York, NY: Farrar, Straus, and Giroux, 2011). 
Another rde, ·am reference here is Gary Klein, 
one of die d,:..-dopers of the naturalistic decision • 
making approach. Those from rhc naturalistic 
decision-making line of rcscarch arc skeptical 
about imposing uni\'ersal rules and structures 
on judgments in complex cn\'ironmc:nrs , Klein 
conduued field work to study decision making 
br cxpem, who make decisions based on a two 
stage procc:ss inrnh·ing intuiti\e recognition of 
what re.1ponse is required, followcd by mcnral 
simulation c,·aluacing whether the response is 
\'ahd. Gary Klein, S011rce1 ajl'ower: How Peopl<' 
M,rke Decisiom, (Cambridge, MA: .l\flT Press, 
1999). Kahneman and Klein cxplore chc differ• 
enccs between their two approaches in Daniel 
Kahneman and Gan · Klein, "Conditions for In , 
1uiti\·e Expertise : A Failure 10 Disagree," Amui 
c,111 /'sychologist, (\'(fashingmn, DC : American 
Psychological Associ,uion, September 2009). 
The authors :11s0 provide suggcsrions for im
pro\'ing the quality of judgments and choices . 

9. Gen Gray and Dr. Paul Om: also capmre 
important demcms of rhc: larger cn\'ironment 
and rhc importance ofjudgmc:m. 

10. As Simon noted, all rhc information in the 
world will not solve: the problem oflimiccd ra
tionality and complc:x intc:rdcpcndcncics: "[Tl 
he dream of thinking everything out before: we 
ace, of making cc:rr:1in we: ha\·e :111 the facts and 
know all the: consequences, is a sick Hamlet 's 
dream. It is a dream of someone with no ap
preciation of the scamlc:.ss web of causation, the 
limits of human chinking, or the scarcity of 
human am:ntion." Herbert A. Simon, iVode/; 
of B01mdtd Rationality, Vol. 2, (Cambridge, 
MA: MIT Press, 1982). Simon's lifdong passion 
for an empirically driven and realistic concc:p
tion of decision making speaks both ro the real 
nature oflimitc:d rational icy and complex deci
sion making and ro thr: inclination of scholars, 
especially economists, to rr:duce reality to wh:1r 
their models can capture. Much of Simon's em
phasis is consiscc:m wirh the spirit of Van Riper 
and FMF,',,f I. 

11. Charles Hitch writes, KUncc:rtainties make 
life difficult for the systems an:1lysc, but this is 
so bccausc the problem ofintc:lligcm behavior 
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under unccrr:iintv is rmll1• hard.~ Sr:e Charles 
Hit ch, "An App;eciatio~ of S~·stems Analy
sis," joum ,tl of tlu Oper,uiom Rewire/, Socfrt;· 
of ~maic,t, (Cantonsville, /\ID: !~FORMS, 
No\'r:mber 19;5}. 

12. Van Riper memium what can gn (mt!ly) 
"rong when we apply models designed for sr s
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n.ilit)' and conflict. rci;alling Secretary Robert 
)'.k~amara's introduction of systems analysis to 
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more r<-cenr l\hLLE:-:--11.'~I CHALLE:-GF. Exercisr: 
to the lessons no1 learned from \'iemam , \'an 
Riper obscn·cd, 

\'l;'har I saw in chis puliLular cxcrci,c and 1hc 
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au young second licute~anr bad.in the 1960s, 
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ing te~hniques th•r ~Ir. [Ruherr] />.k:--;'am•u 
[Secretary of Defense under l'residenu John 
F. Kennedy and l.yndun John"'nj had imple
mented in rhc American milirJn·. \'l;i: rook thuse 
<ynems, which hJd guud if ~ot grcar utility 
in the acquisition of weapon systems, m the 
harrlelidd, where rhey were 1111•llr in•pprn• 
priarc. The cumpurcr< in Saigon nid we were 
winning the wJr, v,hilc our rhcrc in 1hc rice 
paddies we knew d ... well we weren't winning 
the war. l'n ceruintic< m~ke life diflicuh for 
the s\·11,ms analnr . bur this is so hcc3use the 
prubi,m of intdiigcnt behavior under uncer· 
uinty is rrJ//y hJrd .. 

Sec "The Immutable Narure of War," P11blic 
Bro,ul,~istillgService, (Online: April 2004), 3vail• 
able 31 hnps://www.pbs.org). 

13. "The lmmuuble Nature of War." 

14. Alfred Norrh \'fhi1chcad, Th(Aimsof£d11-
c,1tio11, (New York, NY: Free Press, 1967). Our 
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